
Policy discussion about a 
land tax

Opportunities and pitfalls



SA context of land debate

• High level of inequality of income and wealth

• Spatial inequality; exacerbated by inefficient land use
• Low density of land use – even in urban areas

• Slow pace of land reform

• Housing backlog

• Result: workers and jobs are in different places
• High transport cost (and a transport-intensive economy)

• Outsized importance of functional public utility providers in transport and 
logistics



What is a land value tax?

• “Taxing land ownership is equivalent to taxing an economic rent—to 
do so does not discourage any desirable activity. Land is not a 
produced input; its supply is fixed and cannot be affected by the 
introduction of a tax. With the same amount of land available, people 
would not be willing to pay any more for it than before, so (the 
present value of) a land value tax (LVT) would be reflected one-for-one 
in a lower price of land: the classic example of tax capitalization.” 
(Mirrlees “Tax by design”, 2011) 



Economic rationale

• Taxes on immovable property are very efficient
• See OECD paper on tax and growth

• “Taxing land ownership is equivalent to taxing an economic rent—to 
do so does not discourage any desirable activity. Land is not a 
produced input; its supply is fixed and cannot be affected by the 
introduction of a tax. With the same amount of land available, people 
would not be willing to pay any more for it than before, so (the 
present value of) a land value tax (LVT) would be reflected one-for-one 
in a lower price of land: the classic example of tax capitalization.” 
(Mirrlees “Tax by design”, 2011) 

1. Least distortion to 
behavior

2. Lowest impact on 
social welfare

3. Difficult to avoid



Public economic rationale

• Internalise the externalities – in this case public benefit

• Land value appreciation is essentially linked to location – not 
necessarily private endeavor
• Example: property values around Gautrain stations appreciated substantially

• Purist view: Tax economic rent



Public finance rationale

• A very good instrument for local revenue raising.
• Why? Properties are immovable, defined by their geography, and can provide 

closer link of cost and benefit incidence
• Tiebout model of fiscal federalism: “people vote with their feet”

• In OECD survey, “(m)ore than 95% of tax revenue accrues to state and 
local governments”
• “Most sub-central governments have tax-rate-setting autonomy, while the tax 

base is usually shaped by an upper-level government. Tax rates vary strongly 
across countries, and some appear to be stuck in a low-tax-base-high-tax-rate 
trap” (OECD, 2017)

• asf



Does it promote principled tax policy?

Fiscal policy Tax policy

Countercyclicality Equity: A form of wealth taxation

Debt sustainability Efficiency

Intergenerational fairness Simplicity, transparency and certainty

Convenience

Buoyancy



What impacts do land taxes have?
• Efficiency and productivity impacts:

• Incidence: What happens to rental market if tax burden is passed on?

• Distributional impacts: “The redistributive effects of the property tax 
depend on tax incidence, i.e. the question of who pays the tax. Along the 
income distribution, the property tax can be anything from progressive to 
regressive. Over the life-cycle, the tax is likely to be neutral. The tax can be 
designed so as to make it more progressive, e.g. by introducing tax 
exemptions for low-income household” (OECD, 2017)

• Pricing impacts: “Econometric analysis suggests that property taxes tend to 
reduce house price volatility, although the effect is small. Property taxation 
tends to dampen property market cycles and the probability of housing 
bubbles and slumps.” (OECD, 2017)



• Sectoral impacts:
• Agriculture
• Mining
• Environmental Tourism / Ecological reserves

• Behavioural impacts (if that is an explicit policy objective…) “A pure 
land tax can help contain urban sprawl and foster the conversion of 
developed land instead of greenfield development. The land-use 
effects of property taxes – which also tax investment – are more 
ambiguous. Specifically designed “green” property taxes (soil-sealing 
taxes, development charges, etc.) can further help internalise land-use 
externalities.” (OECD, 2017)

What impacts do land taxes have? (contd)



South African land taxation

• Findings & Recommendations from Katz commission (Eigth interim report)
• Capacity to administer such a tax was limited – main stumbling block
• If a rural land tax were to be adopted, the FFC was urged not to make “compensatory 

transfer payments” (i.e. equitable share)to authorities that did not levy a rural land 
tax

• “All DCs should … prepare a valuation roll that includes – as a minimum - the 
unimproved value of all rural land within their areas of jurisdiction, whether or not 
they intend introducing a rural land tax.” Was this done?

• Identified a set of “minimum requirements”
• Tax authority: must be at local level
• Incidence: owner of the land; in the instance of limited real rights (e.g. usufruct, 

servitudes, etc) the liability should be shared between the owner of the bare 
dominium and the holder of the limited right;



SA land audit report (Nov 2017)

• Total land holding by different categories, but not values.

• Recommendation(s) include:

• “The second proposed funding source to finance the Land Reform Fund is through 
the collection of land values through a land value tax4 using the Municipal 
Property Rates Act. The essence of Land Reform Fund is that it will ensure that all 
landowners contribute to the national and constitutional imperative of land 
reform and post-settlement inclusive and sustainable development according to 
the Law of Rent6. 

• The Ready-to-Govern and RDP policy documents and public-private-community 
meetings have passed resolutions for the introduction of a land value tax. Land 
values are presently privately collected by banks, insurance companies, 
institutional investors, and big landowners. The collection of the land value tax 
will now made more possible by the existence of the Office of the Valuer-General 
as has been shown in all land reform programmes.”



SA system of (municipal) property taxation

• Legislation: Municipal Property Rates Act; MFMA; 

• Base: Include land and building jointly in base. Exclusions: R15 000 of 
property value; first 10 years for land reform beneficiaries (no change of 
hands); The first 30% of the market value of publicly controlled service 
infrastructure; right to prospect for minerals. Municipalities can introduce 
exemptions for hardship relief; a higher exemption value; 

• Limitations: Min of COGTA, in consultation with MoF, can limit cent per 
rand amount imposed, if there are national impacts; can also limit the rate.

• Regulations (Published in 2009) for max ratios for different land use 
categories



Tax technical
• What base? “The efficiency effects of the property tax depend on whether the tax base includes 

land, investment, such as buildings, or both. A pure land tax is considered most efficient since it 
hardly affects households’ and firms’ behavior” (OECD 2017)

• Usual property taxes have following typical bases
• Simple per-unit (“flat tax”) systems

• Area-based systems
• Simple area (unadjusted) (m)
• “Calibrated” area systems (e.g., adjusted for location and/or use)

• Capital value systems
• Land only
• Land and buildings collectively
• Land and buildings separately
• Buildings only
• Value-banding

• Rental value systems
• Land and buildings collectively
• Buildings only



Tax overlaps
The property tax: A capital, income and consumption tax 

• A form of consumption tax

• Progressive in nature

• Benefits: market valuation; at time of sale 
(i.e. linked to a specific cash flow)

• Mineral royalty for extracting 
the “wealth that lies below the 
surface of the land”

• Water licences

• Can also think about other 
similar cases (eg. AMD levy; 
shared infrastructure user fees)

• Benefits: market valuation; at a time 
when there is liquidity

• But, includes land + building; generous 
exclusions

• Municipal revenue source

Property rates CGT

Transfer dutyRoyalties 



Practical considerations
• Valuation method 

• Main methods: Land use (bias against agriculture) vs Market value (most widely used in SA) – noted in Katz VIII
Governance” questions:
• Procurement of valuation services?
• Quality control?
• Education of local councillors and officials?
Policy questions:
• Who should be responsible for valuations and valuation quality control?
• Should small rural councils have a value-based system?
• Is a property tax an option at all?

• Zoning

• Billing, collection and enforcement

• Communal ownership
• Traditional land holding
• Land held in trusts
• Sectional titles
• (Government ownership)

“In the longer term the different laws introduced by 
the Department of Land Affairs that aim to give legal 
recognition to less formal land rights will narrow the 
legal difference between this category of land rights 

and privately-owned rights. Therefore, the disabilities 
often associated with these forms of land holding, 

such as lack of transferability and its use as collateral, 
will weaken over time…” (Katz VIII, 1998)



Policy considerations

• What objective is most appropriate? 
• Tinbergen’s rule: Link 1 policy instrument to 1 objective. 

• SA reality: often our secondary objectives drown out the primary.

• What effective tax burden do we envisage (taking a life cycle 
approach)?

• Alternative policy options
• Land use regulations?

• Tighter norms and standards for property rates?

• asdf



Questions…

• Valuation data

• Examples of municipalities that have a good track record on collection 
and valuation


